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Book Review

Flora Hellenica
Strid, Arne & Tan, Kit (ed.). Flora Hellenica. Vol.1. Koeltz Scientific Books, (koeltz@ibm. net;
www.koeltz.com), 1997. XXXVI, 547 pp.; 1 colour illustration; 1 B & W; 722 tinted maps; 30x22
cm, ISBNs 3-87429-389-4 (series), 3-87429-391-2 (vol. 1) (hard bound), DM 280.00.
The first volume of a flora of a country which has one of the richest (c. 5700) in Europe has
come out. This is the first of a nine-volume series about the Flora of Greece. It was an important
gap that Greece which attracts attention from the botanists every time, has lacked an up-to-date,
comprehensive flora of its own. This flora will be useful not only for Greeks, but also for all amateur
or professiönal botanists who are interested in the Mediterranean flora. I am happy, as a botanist
from a neighbour country, that such a serie has been started. For this reason, I congragulate Prof.
Arne Strid and Dr. Kit Tan, the editors of the first volume of Flora Hellenica, and the contributors.
The introductory chapter starts with the basic information about the organization of the flora,
then, gives information on geography, geology and soils, climate, vegetation, phytogeography
(including endemism), history of botanical explorations and selected bibliography, all with sufficient
extent. This chapter ends with acknowlegement.
In the taxonomic section of the book, families, genera, and species generally follow the same
sequence as Flora Europaea. Pterophytes will appear in the last volume, I wish they were in this volume. The whole identification keys are in bracketed (non-indented) format, and I did not like it. My
eyes having been accustomed to indented keys of Flora of Turkey and Flora Europaea, found the keys
odd. Bracketed keys may be preferable for the space limitations, but during identification, it becomes
hard to go back especially in long bracketed keys (such as key to the famillies, key to the Silene
species. etc.). By selecting smaller points, easy to use keys could have been prepared for narrow
spaces.
Nomenclature, typification, and synonymy is well arranged and informative. There is not given
any description for the monotypic genera other than that of species. Descriptions of species are
rather concise. I much enjoyed the characters using in the keys being italicized, so readers can get a
diagnostic features of a species, and can have a tool for controlling the keys. Alien species of Greece
are smartly typed with smaller point. Herbarium specimens are not cited. Distributions within Greece
are given by using acronyms for the 13 floristic regions. Distribution maps of native species (there is
not distribution maps for alien species) are well presented, and easily perceived because of the
colours. Many species accounts became useful and interesting with additional notes on taxonomy and
distribution of the species.

Flora Hellenica is firmly bound, and neatly printed on high quality paper. The size of the book
approximates that of Flora Europaea. Reading is easy because of clear type and font. Many botanists
would not be able to put this book into their shelves because of its high price. However, I will await
the publication of further volumes with excitement.
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